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Whether it snows in your part of the world or you’re enjoying tropical 
sunshine, this season is about gathering your loved ones, being cosy 
and enjoying time together. Everyone has their own way of celebrating. 
Whether you put up a tree or simply light a candle, it is easy to create  
a home that is designed for belonging.



Background

The products from VÄRMER are designed to create a cosy 
atmosphere and to make people feel at home. At the 
same time, VÄRMER encourages people to express their 
personality, while connecting to memories and traditions. It ’s 
about the many ways of being together – by cooking, eating, 
socializing, unwinding and relaxing.

With this collection, we want to connect to people’s 
emotions. To give them a sense of belonging and to feel 
relaxed. Through the designs of two designer couples from 
two different parts of the world, we offer a personal take on 
home furnishing and decoration for this very special time  
of the year.

VÄRMER collection
VÄRMER consists of holiday-inspired homeware and winter 
accessories to make you and your loved ones feel even 
more at home. Beautiful, timeless and functional pieces of 
furniture and decoration (and more) designed for all kinds of 
celebrations, but above all, for being together.



The designers

IKEA invited two designer families, from two different parts 
of the world, to create a collection that makes the holidays 
even more wonderful. Using their own families and everyday 
life as starting points for their designs, VÄRMER is a truly 
personal collection. Beautiful, personal, and functional pieces 
of furniture, textiles, decoration (and more) designed for all 
kinds of celebrations, for kids and adults, and – above all – for 
being together. 

“We were curious to see what we have in common and what 
separates the way we spend the winter holiday season in Kenya 
and Sweden. It turned out that it doesn’t matter whether you live 
in the Northern or the Southern Hemisphere – we do pretty much 
the same things. We eat, we play games, we hang out together.” 

– Mette Nissen, Creative Leader IKEA



The designers

Naeem Biviji and Bethan Rayner (Studio Propolis), Kenya
The husband and wife team from Nairobi has been inspired 
by the seasonal mood and activities during this time of year. 
“We’ve been inspired by typical seasonal activities, like the  
avocado harvest, and getting together for a cup of mulled 
wine. On the whole, our products are about making it easi-
er and more fun to interact, whether sharing a meal, playing 
games, or just having a chat,” says Bethan.

Some of the products they developed for VÄRMER are a set of 
nesting plates inspired by the avocado, a puzzle candle holder, 
an easy chair that’s a perfect fit for an adult and a child, and  
a multi-purpose game table.



Sarah Fager and Jens Fager, Sweden
Sarah’s and Jens’ starting point for VÄRMER was their family’s 
daily life during the winter season. “We really love the holiday 
season, cosying up with family and friends, cooking, crafting, 
and playing games, so the items we’ve designed for VÄRMER 
are very personal. We’ve created functional objects, with a high 
design value, made in materials that will last for many years to 
come.”

“We have pictured our family using these objects to create an 
atmosphere in our home. You can easily move around with 
the products and use them all over your home, such as a bat-
tery-powered lantern, a basket to carry wood logs and a floor 
pouffe for low seating with kids. We have used durable ma-
terials, such as wood, recycled aluminium, jute and wool. The 
material talks for itself, and it will change over time, telling the 
story of how it has been used.”

The designers
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Pricing

14.952.9999.95

4.99

39.95

79.95 14.95 9.99 99.95 19.95 12.95 (0.8 liter) 29.95

4.99

9.99 (0.5 liter) 29.95 12.95 7.99 24.95
2.99 4.99

4.99

129.-

29.95

Neem voor meer 
informatie, materiaal, 
afmetingen etc. contact 
op met: 
IKEA Nederland 
Publicrelations.nl@ikea.com 
Phone +31 (0)20 564 3888 
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IKEA Nederland 
Publicrelations.nl@ikea.com 
Phone +31 (0)20 564 3888 




